
INDEX

2008 Recession (Great Recession)
crisis spending during 825–8
GPA’s importance during 38–41

access to markets see market access
accession to GPA

aspects of 563–4
background to major issues 61–3
benefits 73–9
business costs arising from 80–1
challenges arising from 79–82
Checklist of Issues 71–2
China see China
commitments, rules as to 608–11
consistency of national legislation

69
consultations, types of 70–1
cost savings arising from 76
costs arising from 79–82
economic costs arising from 80
environmental issues 85–7
further negotiations

rules as to 611–13
statements (examples) 612, 613

future accessions, issues as to 44–8
implementation costs 80
India see India
information on procedures 71
legal basis 67
main elements 67–71
negotiation costs 79–80
pending accessions

China see China
increasing number of 12, 61–2
list of countries 34, 61, 64, 89–90,

351
present state of progress 33–6

present state of progress 63–7
process 63–7
revised text, implications of 82–9
risks arising from 79–82
RTAs as stage towards see regional

trade agreements (RTAs)
S&D treatment rules 355
social policies 85–7
spill-over effects 81
STEs 82–5
statements (examples) 609, 610
summary of issues 87
variation in benefits and costs

72–3
working parties 229

administering bodies
RTA rules 616–17, 667
statement (example) 617

advertising rules and supplier lists
Afghanistan see wartime and

anti-terrorism contracting
Africa, costs of GPA accession 81
Agreement on Agriculture (AoA)

flexible application of commitments
346–7

STEs 200–1
tied aid rules 391–2, 402–3

Agreement on Government
Procurement 1979 see Tokyo
Round Code

Agreement on Government
Procurement 1994 (GPA)
280–1

accessions to see accession to GPA
Annexes see Appendix I Annexes
background to 748–9
challenges for 12–14, 41–58

830
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Committee on Government
Procurement see Committee on
Government Procurement

competition, principle of 759–63 see
also competition and
competitiveness

complexity of 733–5
consistency of national legislation

with 69
coverage see coverage by GPA
Coverage Schedules see Appendix I

Annexes
electronic procurement see entries at

electronic
endnote to Article I 405–8
further review of, commitment

to 48
future development issues 48–57
GATT, commitments linkage with

158–9
historical background 14–20
implementation see implementation

of GPA
increasing role of 12–14, 57
main substantive obligations 19–20
Model Law, comparison with see

Model Law on Procurement of
Goods, Construction and
Services (UNCITRAL)

negotiations see coverage by GPA
non-discrimination principle see

non-discrimination
objectivity, principle of 763–5
observers 12, 35, 64
offsets see offsets
Parties see GPA Parties
post-accession flexibilities 365–6
present state of progress 33–41
principles 754
procurement, definition of 409–10
procurement directives contrasted

254–5, 273
procurement methods 292–3
purchasing between public sector

bodies see purchasing between
public sector bodies

review of, background to 20–3
revised text see GPA revised text

RTAs see regional trade agreements
(RTAs)

S&D treatment see GPA S&D
treatment rules; Special and
Differential Treatment (S&D
treatment)

signatories 33, 63–4, 176
statistics provision 331–2
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
supplier challenge see supplier

challenge procedures
supplier lists see supplier lists
tendering procedures see tendering

procedures
tied aid see tied aid
transparency see transparency

Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures

and government procurement 7
STEs 200–1

aid see also development agencies; tied
aid

administration by central entities in
donor country 411–16

amount disbursed 397
coverage by GPA

Article I endnote 406–8
by GPA Parties (table) 413

definition by OECD 405–6
development aid, GPA coverage

restricted to 406
development aid procurement,

meaning of 394–5
export credits as 406
food aid, GPA coverage 407,

410
importance for development see

specific countries
improving effectiveness of 393–7
international initiatives for

improving effectiveness 394–5
procurement, definition of 409–10
specific countries see specific

countries
American Recovery and Reinvestment

Act 2009 see ‘Buy American’
policy
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anti-terrorism see wartime and
anti-terrorism contracting

antitrust law see competition law
Appendix I Annexes

list of 68
structure of 68, 153, 619–20

Appendix I offers
content 68
requests for improvement of 65
by specific countries see specific

countries
sub-central government bodies,

listing of 179–82
applications for accession see accession

to GPA
arbitration as to modification of GPA

coverage, implementation of
procedures 43

Armenia, accession negotiations 66
army procurement, study on 805
Article I of GATT, MFN and national

treatment rules 219–31
Article III of GATT, MFN and national

treatment rules 219–31
Article XVII of GATT

entities covered by 202–5
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
Aruba (Netherlands with respect to)

circulation of requests and offers
165–6

developing country status 351
food aid 410
public utility STEs 241
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
Asia, RTAs 579
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

Forum (APEC), APEC
Principles, reference to 601

Australia, RTAs 607, 633, 634, 642–3,
651–2, 661–2, 663–4

award of contracts
on basis of excusive right 267–8
criteria in horizontal policies 473–4
GPA revised text treatment 315–17
problems with

identification of 522

illegal direct award 522–5
limited opportunities for

remedies 525–6

Bahrain, RTAs 605, 617, 633, 642–3
Bangladesh, cost savings 77, 691
Belgium

collusion 699
national treatment obligation 207

bid challenge see supplier challenge
procedures

bid-rigging see collusion
bid rotation, meaning of 703
bid suppression, meaning of 703
bidding

collusive practices 703
sealed bids, reform of 712–13

bilateral arrangements
choice as vehicle 125, 695
entity coverage 240
friendship, commerce and

navigation 774
horizontal policies 457
market access

compared with GPA 127, 138
reciprocal 156–8

MFN obligation 598–601
modalities decision 164, 165
negotiations 34, 70–1
reciprocity principle 724, 733, 741
request-offer process 164
SMEs, support for 455
specific countries see specific

countries
trade agreements

with GPA-type rules xxx, 654–5
priority for procurement 3

Black Economic Empowerment (South
Africa)

background to major issues 459–60
current system 460–5
future developments 465–7
and GPA 470, 472, 473, 477
jurisprudence 463
policy of 47, 85, 444–5
scope of study 460
status, means of determining 460,

465–6, 471
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body governed by public law, meaning
of 268

Bosnia and Herzegovina, RTAs 609
Brazil

BRIC membership 136
and ‘Buy American’ policy 782–3
electronic auctions 301
horizontal policies 441
tied aid 400

BRIC countries
conferences 136
membership 136

Brunei, RTAs 599, 600, 651–2
build-operate-transfer (BOT)

contracts, GPA coverage 620–6
Bulgaria, RTAs 566
Bumiputera people, aid to (Malaysia)

47, 85, 445
Burma, Massachusetts legislation

dispute 434–5
‘Buy American’ policy

American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act 2009,
enactment of 775–6, 778

background to major issues 773–8
and Canada 782–3
consistency with international

obligations
GPA market access rules 789–91
non-violation complaints

798–9
questions as to 787–9
rule of origin 791–3
Subsidies and Countervailing

Measures Agreement 793–8
Federal Acquisition Regulation

(FAR)
consistency with international

obligations 787–93
issue of 775–6
provisions 783–7

Iraq reconstruction 815–16
objections by other States 782–3
Office of Management and Budget

(OMB), interim regulations
consistency with international

obligations 787–93
issue of 787

policy of 40, 41, 74, 96
provisions 778–83
and RTAs 790
scope of study 776–8
summary of issues 801–2

‘buy national’ policies
countries using see also specific

countries 39
use of 39–41

Canada
aid administration 412
Appendix I offers 272, 273–4
and ‘Buy American’ policy 782–3
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
commercial considerations rule

212–16
competition law, deterrence of

collusion 704
derogations from GPA 273–4, 275–6
EU, national treatment obligation

208
fair and equitable treatment 218–19
GATS rules, threshold of ‘affecting

trade in services’ 236
GPA commitment 176–9
horizontal policies 436–7
MFN obligation 221–4
national treatment obligation 207–8,

210–11, 221–4, 226–7
negotiations on government

procurement 37
procurement, definition of 410
provincial government procurement

182–5
provincial governments, GPA

coverage
background to major issues 175–6
benefits 190–2
other countries contrasted

179–82
reasons for abstention 185–90
summary of issues 196

public utility STEs 241–2
purchasing between public sector

bodies 273–4, 275–6
requirements, meaning of 226–7
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Canada (cont.)
RTAs

cooperation 615
coverage 626
entity coverage 626–33
goods and services coverage 651,

652
thresholds 635

SMEs, support for 86
STEs, public utility STEs

241–2
threshold of ‘affecting trade in

services’ 236
tied aid 396–7
USA

bilateral agreement 96, 171–3
commercial considerations rule

213–14
fair and equitable treatment

218–19
national treatment obligation

207–8, 210–11, 226–7
sub-central government bodies

185–90
trade restrictions 185–90

Cancún Ministerial Conference,
negotiations on government
procurement 8–9

capacity building see also technical
assistance

administration by WTO Secretariat
348

approach to 377–8
capacity erosion 381–2
competence-based training

content 385–6
delivery 386–9
elements of programme 383
objectives 384–5

compliance-only based programmes,
shortcomings of 379–81

GPA S&D treatment rules
366–7

programme for 37–8, 348
purpose of 348
role in reform of procurement

regimes 378–81
S&D treatment rules 348–9
way forward 389

Caribbean see also CARIFORUM
RTAs 578, 580, 607, 633

CARIFORUM
EPA with EU

background to major issues 657–9
comparison with other

agreements: general objectives
661–2; non-discrimination
662–3; offsets 664–5; supplier
challenge procedures 665–7;
thresholds 663–4

negotiations 659–61
policy space 668–76
summary of issues 676–7
thresholds 663

RTAs 615–16, 642–3
Central America, RTAs 634, 642–3
central purchasing bodies, contracts

with 268–9
challenge by supplier see supplier

challenge procedures
Checklist of Issues (accession process)

71–2
Chile

horizontal policies 440
RTAs 626, 633, 634, 642–3, 651–2,

661, 664, 666, 667
China

accession working party 229
BRIC membership 136
and ‘Buy American’ policy 782–3
‘buy national’ policy 98–9, 102
collusion 699
cost savings 76
derogations from GPA 275
developing country status 351
environmental issues 98–102
EU

anti-dumping investigations by
112

purchasing by STEs from 200
exports to US 111
GATS powers, meaning of 233
GPA accession

background to major issues 92–4
benefits arising from 110–14
costs arising from 98–114
costs categories 98
and government policies 98–102
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implementation issues 104–10
initial Appendix I offer 95–7
negotiation costs 102–4
negotiations 12, 34, 65
timeframe for negotiations 98
way forward 114–16

Lenovo dispute with US 112
market access 110–12
measure, meaning of 227
purchasing between public sector

bodies 275
RTAs 578, 633
social policies 98–102
STEs

benefits of GPA accession 111–12
and government policies 101–2
implementation of GPA 106–7
powers, meaning of 233
revised GPA text as to 82–5

supplier challenge procedures
107–10

tied aid 397
USA, trade imbalance 200

Chinese Taipei
aid administration 412
central government, branches of 143
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
collusion 700–1
competition and competitiveness

147
developing country status 722
food aid 410
GATT membership 141
GPA accession

background to major issues 140
benefits 145–7
commitments 142–5
date of accession 140
decision to accede 141–2
summary of issues 147–8
thresholds 143

market access 145–6
rules and procedures, reform of 146
supplier challenge procedures 147
tender procedures 147
thresholds 155
transparency measures 146–7
WTO membership 141

collusion
Adam Smith on 694
bidding practices 703
circumstances facilitating 693–4
competition law deterrence

703–9
cost impact 692, 702–3
effect on competition 693–4
examples of 699–701
leniency programmes 706
prevention of 697–709
scope of challenge 698–701
signs of 708
success factors 693
summary of issues 717–18
technical assistance against 712
types of 701–3

Colombia
cost savings 77, 691
RTAs 634, 643, 651–2

commercial considerations
existence of rule 211–16
jurisprudence 212–16
meaning of 211–12

Commission on Wartime Contracting
(CWC) 804–5

commitments
delayed implementation 363–4
flexible application 347
non-implementation 363–4
transition periods for

implementation 347–8
Committee on Government

Procurement
composition 757
statistics provision to 757

compensation in supplier challenge
procedures 496–7, 507–8,
520–1, 553

competition, principle of, GPA and
Model Law regimes compared
759–63

competition and competitiveness
advocacy of

education programmes 710–12
main areas of activity 709–10
other competition policies and

rules, initiatives focused on
715–16
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competition (cont.)
procurement policies and rules,

initiatives focused on 710–12
collusion see collusion
competition law aspects 716–17
cost savings arising from 691
developing and developed country

policy distinguished 698
education programmes 710–12
enhancement 75–8
governance 136–7, 682–3
GPA’s promotion via

coverage commitments 696
dispute settlement 696–7
information disclosure 696
supplier challenge procedures

696
importance of 690–5
market access 692–3
means of strengthening

complementarity of 695
essential complements, meaning

of 684
international liberalization as

696
summary of issues 717–18
as support for public procurement

697
threats to 690–5

competition law
deterrence of collusion 703–9
and government procurement

716–17
regulation and governance 710

competition policy, meaning of 684
complementary bidding, meaning of

703
complex nature of government

procurement 733–5
concession-type arrangements 620–6
concessions see Special and Differential

Treatment (S&D treatment)
conduct of procurement, revised GPA

rules 288–92
confidentiality see supplier challenge

procedures
conflict of interest, revised GPA rules

288–92

construction services
GPA and RTAs compared 643–52
GPA coverage 156

consultations (accession), types of 70–1
contract management, effectiveness in

crisis situations 818–20
contracts see also award of contracts

amendment and cancellation of
concluded contracts, revised
GPA rules 317–20

build-operate-transfer (BOT)
contracts, GPA coverage 620–6

concession-type arrangements
620–6

crisis procurement see crisis
spending by governments;
wartime and anti-terrorism
contracting

LOGCAP contract, effectiveness of
820–1

treatment of, revised GPA rules
315–17

cooperation agreements between
public bodies 263–7

cooperation between parties
rules as to 614–16
statements (examples) 615–16

corrective measures in supplier
challenge procedures 494–5,
506–7, 552–3

corrupt practices see also collusion
avoidance obligation 10
leniency programmes 706
principal–agent problem 685–6
problem of 685–90
revised GPA rules 288–92, 686–7
summary of issues 717–18

corruption in public administration,
meaning of 685

cost savings
from competition and

competitiveness 691
from enhanced transparency
from GPA accession 76
specific countries see specific

countries
Costa Rica, RTAs 599, 615, 634, 643,

651–2
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country-specific derogations from GPA
159

coverage by GPA
Canada see Canada
clarity of, derogations providing for

158
competition, strengthening of 696
construction services 156
derogations see derogations
expansion of 17–20
limitations see derogations
modification of see modification of

GPA coverage
negotiations

background and context 151
Canada–US bilateral agreement,

impact of 171–3
commencement and early phase

162–3
horizontal coverage issues: initial

list 167; later additions 167,
168; main issues 166–9

importance 149–50
mandate and objectives 159–61
modalities decision 164–6
new member participation 79
ongoing 36–7
progress 151, 162–73
progress to late 2009 170–1
relevant developments in revised

text 169–70
request-offer process see

request-offer process
‘roadmap’ proposal 36–7, 171–3
summary of issues 173–4

presentation of, approaches to
166–8

revised text of rules as to 26–8
RTAs compared see regional trade

agreements (RTAs)
Schedules see Appendix I Annexes
services see services
soft law proposal 736, 738, 740–1
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
sub-central government bodies see

sub-central government bodies
thresholds see thresholds

coverage commitments, meaning of
618

coverage offers see Appendix I offers
Coverage Schedules see Appendix I

Annexes
crisis spending by governments see also

‘Buy American’ policy
2008 Recession (Great Recession) see

2008 Recession (Great
Recession)

background to major issues 803–6
Great Depression (1929) 774
Hurricane Katrina see Hurricane

Katrina, responses to
international coordination 800–1
Iraq see wartime and anti-terrorism

contracting
issue of 38–41
responses to crises 773–4
summary of issues 801–2, 828–9

Croatia, RTAs 582, 610

damages in supplier challenge
procedures 496–7, 507–8,
520–1, 553

deregulation, debate over
anti-regulatory perspective 811–12
common ground 813–14
Hurricane Katrina, responses to

809–11
pro-regulatory perspective 812–13

derogations
discriminatory derogations 156–8
examples 154
general effect 156–8
horizontal policies 431, 475–7
MFN obligation 111, 191, 359, 373
negotiation, scope for 477–8
principled approach, need for 276–7
protection of public morals or

public order 475
purchasing between public sector

bodies 271–4, 275–7
simplified presentation in

agreements 170
SMEs 159, 454–5
soft law proposal 736, 738–9, 741
types of 156–9
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developing countries see also least
developed countries (LDCs)

accession to GPA see accession to
GPA

aid see aid; tied aid
attitude to GPA 722
competition policy distinguished

from developed countries 698
imbalance in regulatory capacity

compared to developed
countries

problem of 722–4
ways of overcoming 724–5

market access see market access
non-reciprocity principle 345–6
S&D treatment see Special and

Differential Treatment (S&D
treatment)

self-declaration as 351
technical assistance see technical

assistance
development agencies

aid administration 411–12
coverage by GPA Parties 412
criteria for GPA coverage 413–16
jurisprudence as to coverage 414–16
methods of operation 413–14

development aid see aid
development aid procurement,

meaning of 394–5
dispute settlement

competition, strengthening of 696–7
RTAs 604–7

Doha Ministerial Conference,
negotiations on government
procurement 8

domestic markets, benefits of GPA
accession 75–8

domestic review see supplier challenge
procedures

Dominican Republic, horizontal
policies 438–9

donor agencies see development
agencies

Eastern Europe, RTAs 566, 579, 608
economic crisis of 2008 see 2008

Recession (Great Recession)

economic operator, meaning 255
Economic Partnership Agreement

(EPA) see CARIFORUM
economic policies linked to

government procurement see
horizontal policies

effectiveness of supplier challenge
procedures 486

Egypt
collusion 700
STEs proposal 198

El Salvador, RTAs 580, 634, 643, 651–2
electronic auctions

benefits of 302–3
GPA rules 303
meaning of 300
reform of 713
regulation of 300–3
revised GPA rules 303–8
types of 301–2

electronic communications
GPA rules 296–7
MFN obligation 298
revised GPA rules 296–300

electronic procurement
development of 295–6
regulation of 295–6
revised GPA rules 295–308

endnote to GPA Article I see tied aid
enforcement

competition law, deterrence of
collusion 703–9

soft law proposal 740
supplier challenge see supplier

challenge procedures
enlargement treaties (EU), government

procurement rules 577–8
enterprises, meaning of 240
entity-specific derogations from GPA

158
environmental issues

and GPA accession see also specific
countries 85–7

revised GPA rules 320–3
essential complements, meaning of 684
European Economic Area (EEA) see

Liechtenstein; Norway;
Switzerland
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European Free Trade Association
(EFTA)

membership see Iceland;
Liechtenstein; Norway;
Switzerland

RTAs 566, 579, 581, 582, 599, 610,
612, 613, 626–33, 635, 642–3,
651–2, 664

WTO membership 566
European Union (EU) see also

procurement directives
Appendix I offers 274, 276–7
award of contracts, problems with

identification of 522
illegal direct award 522–5
limited opportunities for

remedies 525–6
and ‘Buy American’ policy 782–3
Canada, national treatment

obligation 208
China

anti-dumping investigations 112
purchasing by STEs 200

circulation of requests and offers
165–6

collusion 699
contracts amended or cancelled,

rules as to 318
cost savings 76
derogations from GPA 273–4, 276–7
effectiveness of public procurement

regime 254, 270–1
electronic auctions 301–2
enlargement treaties, government

procurement rules 577–8
EPA with CARIFORUM see

CARIFORUM
food aid 410
GATS rules, threshold of ‘affecting

trade in services’ 235–6
judicial review, scope of 518–19
local government STEs 241
Massachusetts legislation dispute

434–5
measure, meaning of 227
Member States, list of 176
MFN obligation 599
national treatment obligation 208

negotiations on government
procurement 8–9

new Remedies Directive
automatic suspension 526–8
ineffectiveness ruling for illegal

direct awards 528–30
mandatory minimum suspension

period 526–8
purpose of 526
remedies regime prior to 515–17

procurement, definition of 410
procurement directives 514–15
public utility STEs 241
purchasing between public sector

bodies see procurement
directives

remedies see supplier challenge
procedures below

remedies directives
new Directive see new Remedies

Directive above
provision of rules 485
purpose of 514
review of 515

RTAs
concession-type arrangements

626
coverage statements (examples)

580
with detailed coverage 581, 582,

661
entity coverage 633, 664
goods and services coverage

651–2
GPA accession commitments 608
MFN obligation 599
notification of 566
offsets, prohibition 607
RTA 615–16
with single/few government

procurement rules 579, 661
thresholds 642–3

SMEs, support for 454–5
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
supplier challenge procedures

background to major issues
511–12
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European Union (cont.)
damages 520–1
effectiveness 530–1
final relief 520
GPA rules compared 485, 492–3,

530–1
historical background 512–15
Hong Kong, China compared

539–40
illegal direct awards:

ineffectiveness ruling 528–30;
problem of 522–5

ineffectiveness ruling for illegal
direct awards 528–30

interim remedies 519
judicial review, scope of 518–19,

521
key elements of original regime

515–17
limitation periods 521, 539–40
limited opportunities for

remedies 525–6
new Remedies Directive see new

Remedies Directive above
remedies, types of 519–21
remedies directives see remedies

directives above
review of 522–6
standing 517–18
suspension: automatic suspension

526–8; mandatory minimum
period 526–8; as remedy 519

time periods 521, 539–40
thresholds 235–6, 642–3
tied aid 407
untied aid, commitment to 399
Utilities Sector Directive

exemptions in 269–70
review of 522–6

WTO membership 566
evolutionary nature of government

procurement 735–6
exceptions see derogations
exclusive or special privileges, meaning

of 203–4
exclusive right, service contracts

awarded on basis of 267–8
export credits as aid 406

fair and equitable treatment
as form of MFN obligation 218–19
jurisprudence 218–19
meaning of 216–19

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
see ‘Buy American’ policy

federal states, regional and local
governments of 220

financial contribution, meaning of
795

financial services
GATS rules 237–8
STEs 237–8
Understanding on Commitments

237
Finland

purchasing between public sector
bodies 274

RTAs 664
food aid, GPA coverage 407, 410
foreign direct investment, benefits

from GPA accession 78–9
framework agreements 714–15

future GPA coverage 53–7
reform of 713–15
terminology 54–5

France
collusion 699
electronic auctions 301–2

General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)

articles see specific articles
government procurement rules 5–7
MFN obligation 6
national treatment obligation see

national treatment obligation
non-violation complaints 798–9
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
tied aid 400–2

General Agreement on Trade in
Services (GATS)

and ‘Buy American’ policy 797, 801
coverage
entity coverage 224
financial services see financial

services
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government procurement exclusion
4, 14, 152, 236–8, 788, 789

government procurement rules 5–7
horizontal policies 430, 440, 469,

471–2, 475
linkage with GPA 156–8
measure, meaning of 231–4
MFN obligation 6
national treatment obligation see

national treatment obligation
negotiations on government

procurement 10–11
software, commitments as to 167,

168
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
threshold of ‘affecting trade in

services’ 234–6
tied aid 400

generalized preference principle and
MFN obligation 349

Germany
cooperation agreements between

public bodies 264–7
collusion 700

governance see also collusion; corrupt
practices

background to major issues 681–4
challenges for 681
competition 136–7, 682–3
competition regulation, role of

710
essential complements, meaning of

684
good governance obligation 10
improvements 75–8
international initiatives 682
OECD Principles 687–9
RTA rules 613
scope of study 683–4
summary of issues 717–18

Government Accountability Office
(GAO) (USA), role of 805

government procurement see also
entries at Agreement; tendering
procedures

administering bodies, RTA rules
616–17

capacity building see capacity
building

competition supporting 697
corruption see collusion; corrupt

practices
crisis situations see crisis spending

by governments; wartime and
anti-terrorism contracting

deregulation see deregulation, debate
over

development of WTO regime 3–58
importance of 3–5
importance of reform of 378–9
international initiatives 774–5
main elements 731–6
meaning of procurement 409–10
models of 749–50
multilateral agreements, and see

multilateral agreements
participation in

conditions for 308–11
limitation to registered suppliers

327–8
requests for, time periods for

submitting 312–13
share of GDP 562
share of total expenditure 662
soft law see soft law
statistics, sources 44

government procurement exclusion
and STEs 228–31, 236–8

GPA see Agreement on Government
Procurement 1994 (GPA)

GPA Parties
coverage as to aid (table) 413
list of signatories 33, 63–4, 351, 403

GPA revised text
anti-avoidance measures as to

contracts 317–20
background to major issues 285–8
conduct of procurement 288–92
conflict of interest 288–92
contract awards, treatment of

315–17
corrupt practices 288–92, 686–7
electronic procurement see entries at

electronic
environmental issues 320–3
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GPA revised text (cont.)
implications for future accessions

82–9
main elements 23–33, 87
objectives 23–6
participation in procurement,

conditions for 308–11
principles 23–6
procurement methods 292–5
S&D treatment see GPA S&D

treatment rules; Special and
Differential Treatment (S&D
treatment)

statistics provision 332–4
summary of issues 334–6
supplier lists see supplier lists
tenders, treatment of 315–17
time periods see time periods
transparency 311–12
and UNCITRAL Model Law 290,

292, 299, 301, 302, 309, 319
GPA S&D treatment rules see also

Special and Differential
Treatment (S&D treatment)

and accession to GPA 355
background to major issues 350–4
entitlement to S&D treatment

354–5
GPA and revised GPA rules

compared 350–67
market access for developing

countries 355–8
market liberalization benefits

368–70
market protection

capacity building 366–7
delayed implementation of

commitments 363–4
non-implementation of

commitments 363–4
offsets 361–2
phased-in addition of specific

entities or sectors 362
post-accession flexibilities 365–6
price preference programmes

359–61
sensitive industries and sectors

359–62

summary of rules 358–9
technical assistance 366–7
temporary exclusions from GPA

coverage 362–3
temporary higher thresholds

362–3
policy assessment 367–73
structural development benefits

370–1
summary of issues 373–6
whether beneficial for developing

countries 367
Great Depression (1929), government

procurement during 774
Great Recession (2008), crisis spending

during see 2008 Recession
(Great Recession)

Greece, tied aid 396–7
gross domestic product (GDP),

government procurement share
of 562

Guatemala
cost savings 77, 691
RTAs 580

harmonization benefits from GPA
accession 78

historically disadvantaged individuals
(HDIs) see also Black Economic
Empowerment (South Africa)

national policies see specific countries
preference policies

evaluation of 452–3
and GPA 453–7
involvement in 471
justifications for 451–2

terminology 445
Honduras, RTAs 580
Hong Kong, China

coverage by GPA 534
developing country status 351,

722
food aid 410
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
supplier challenge procedures

acceptance of challenge 542–3
compensation 553
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confidentiality: disclosure to other
party 549–51; disclosure to
Panel 548–9; rules 548

corrective measures 552–3
damages 553
effectiveness 556–7
EU compared 539–40
form of challenge 542–3
multiple complaints 543–4
Panel: disclosure to 548–9;

establishment of 543; hearing
547; recommendations,
implementation 553–6; terms
of reference 544

rapid interim remedies 544–7
remedies 552–3
review body: composition 534–5;

establishment of 499, 532–3;
jurisdiction 533–4;
jurisprudence, overview 535–6;
Rules of Operation 533; terms
of reference 544

scope of study 532
time limits for initiation 536–42

thresholds 534
horizontal policies see also Black

Economic Empowerment
(South Africa)

award criteria 473–4
background to major issues

429–32
barriers to national treatment

coverage 433–6
derogations from GPA 431
and GPA accession see also specific

countries 47–8, 85–7
GPA rules 429–32
jurisprudence 434–5, 436–7, 438–9,

440, 441
Massachusetts legislation dispute

434–5
national treatment obligation

468–73
necessity test within national

treatment 476–7
non-discrimination 468–73, 739–40
purpose of policy, national

treatment analysis 436–9

rationale for national treatment
coverage 432–3

S&D treatment 478
soft law proposal 739–40
summary of issues 442–3
terminology 459

human rights justifications for SME
policies 450–3

Hurricane Katrina, responses to
assessment of 806–11
and complexity of procurement

regime 809–11
effectiveness of

procurement workforce 808
use of available resources 807

necessity of 807
procurement policy development,

effect on 808–9

Iceland see also European Free Trade
Association (EFTA)

circulation of requests and offers
165–6

local government STEs 241
public utility STEs 241
RTAs 566
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
implementation of GPA

challenges for 12–14, 42–4
cost reduction, soft law proposal

741
monitoring and surveillance of

42–3
import monopoly, notification of 202
in-house providing exception see

procurement directives
India

BRIC membership 136
and ‘Buy American’ policy 782–3
government procurement regime

competition and governance
136–7

development of 117–18
effectiveness 124
recent reforms 120–2
supplier challenge procedures

122–4
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India (cont.)
GPA accession

background to major issues
117–18, 124–5

benefits 125–8
challenges 128–32
S&D treatment rules, use of

132–5
market access 127–8
micro and small enterprises (MSEs),

support for 122
non-discrimination 125–6
observer status 12, 35, 64, 117
RTAs 578
summary of issues 137–9
supplier challenge procedures 128
tied aid 397
transparency measures 126–7
value for money considerations

125
Indonesia, collusion 700
information disclosure see also

publication of rules and
procedures

competition, strengthening of 696
integrity measures see governance
interim remedies, supplier challenge

procedures 493–4, 505–6, 519
international liberalization

as means of strengthening
competition 696

mercantilism 692
intrusive nature of international rules

731–2
Iraq see wartime and anti-terrorism

contracting
Israel

circulation of requests and offers
165–6

developing country status 351
food aid 410
offsets 351
RTAs 582, 626, 633, 642–3
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
Italy

aid administration 400, 411, 412,
419

collusion 699
tied aid 396–7

Japan
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
collusion 699
export credits as aid 406
food aid 410
local government STEs 240–1
Massachusetts legislation dispute

434–5
public corporations 242
review body for supplier complaints

499
RTAs

coverage 614, 626
entity coverage 626–33
goods and services coverage

651–2
MFN obligation 599, 600
multiple obligations 599
single/few government

procurement rules 579
thresholds 635, 642–3

SMEs, support for 449, 454–5
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 179–80
joint committees see administering

bodies
Jordan

accession negotiations 34–5, 66
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
RTAs 610, 661

judicial review, scope of 518–19, 521,
740

Katrina see Hurricane Katrina,
responses to

Korea
benefits of GPA accession 564
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
commercial considerations rule

214
costs of GPA accession 82
developing country status 351
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food aid 410
national treatment obligation

209–10
purchasing between public sector

bodies 278
RTAs

coverage 614
entity coverage 626–33
goods and services coverage 626,

651–2
thresholds 635, 642

SMEs, support for 86, 454–5
STEs 242, 243–5
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
USA, STEs 243–5

Latin America, RTAs 580, 582, 583
laws, meaning of 225–7
least developed countries (LDCs)

entitlement to S&D treatment 354–5
S&D treatment rules 349

Lebanon, RTAs 613
leniency programmes 706
Lenovo dispute (China/US) 112
liberalization as means of

strengthening competition 696
Liechtenstein see also European Free

Trade Association (EFTA)
Appendix I offers 274
derogations from GPA 274
food aid 410
local government STEs 241
public utility STEs 241
purchasing between public sector

bodies 274
RTAs 566
SMEs, support for 454–5
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
limitation periods as to supplier

challenge procedures 521
limited tendering procedures

GPA rules 292–3, 697
revised GPA rules 293–5

local government
in federal states 220
STEs 240–1

Logistics Civil Augmentation Program
(LOGCAP) contract,
effectiveness 820–1

Macedonia (FYROM), RTAs 612
Malaysia

aid to Bumiputera people 47, 85,
445

RTAs 599
Mali, aid to 422
market access see also Most Favoured

Nation (MFN) obligation
benefits of GPA accession 73–5
bilateral reciprocal access,

derogations from GPA 158
and competition 692–3
GPA rules and ‘Buy American’

policy 789–91
MFN obligation 20, 343–4
preferential access, WTO S&D

treatment rules 343–5
revised GPA rules 355–8
specific countries see specific

countries
market protection

flexible application of commitments
347

non-reciprocity principle 345–6
S&D treatment rules 345–6 see also

GPA S&D treatment rules
transition periods for

implementation of
commitments 347–8

markets 75–8
Massachusetts legislation dispute

434–5
measure, meaning of 225–7,

231–4
mercantilism as form of liberalization

692
Mexico

NAFTA membership 583
RTAs 580, 583, 599, 634, 642–3,

651–2, 664
micro and small enterprises (MSEs) see

also small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs)

support for 122
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Middle East, RTAs 579
Millennium Development Goals

(MDG) initiatives to untie aid
399

Model Law on Procurement of Goods,
Construction and Services
(UNCITRAL)

background to 747–8
competition, principle of 759–63
concession-type arrangements 50–1
framework agreements 54–5,

714–15
governance principles 689
GPA, comparison with

complementarity, degree of 751
further harmonization 752
objectives 752–70
scope of agreement 750–1
scope of study 746–7
summary of issues 771–2
technical assistance 752
type of agreement 749–50

and GPA revised text 290, 292, 299,
301, 302, 309, 319

non-discrimination 766–70
objectives 752–4
objectivity, principle of 763–5
publication of rules and procedures

755–7
revision of 756, 770–1
states making use of 747, 752
supplier challenge procedures 757
supplier challenge procedures,

comparison with GPA
applicability to GPA 509–10
completion of proceedings

504–5
development of 497–8
forum for review 498–501
influence of Model Law regime

484–5
initiation 487, 503–4
remedies 505–8
restriction of right of review 492
standing 501–3

technical assistance, GPA compared
752

transparency 755–9

modification of GPA coverage
arbitration as to implementation of

procedures 43
rules for introduction of 17–20

Moldova, accession negotiations 66
monitoring and surveillance of GPA

implementation 42–3
monopoly see also import monopoly
Montenegro, RTAs 580
Morocco, RTAs 633, 642–3, 661
Most Favoured Nation (MFN)

obligation
avoidance of 655
conformity to 411
delayed application 364
derogations from 111, 191, 359,

373
deviation from 357
electronic communications 298
fair and equitable treatment as form

of 218–19
GATT & GATS 6
general application 356, 357
generalized preference principle 349
inclusion of treatment 601, 602
market access 20, 343–4
meaning of 597
and non-discrimination 597–8
principle of 343–4
relevance of 420
RTAs 598–601
S&D treatment 343–5
statements (examples) 600
thresholds 635–42
tied aid 400–2, 403
Tokyo Round Code 15
transitional implementation 348
universal clauses 612
violation 407, 409, 418

multilateral agreements see also
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT); General
Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS)

application to government
procurement

future prospects for 11–12
initiatives to expand 57
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binding obligations 736
complex nature of rules 733–5,

740–2
discretionary freedom 736–7,

738–42
evolutionary nature of rules 735–6
and government procurement rules

generally 5–12
imbalance in regulatory capacity

between developing and
developed countries

problem of 722–4
ways of overcoming 724–5

intrusive nature of rules 731–2,
738–40

multiplication of obligations 597
opposition to 719–20
sensitive nature of rules 732–3, 740
soft law see soft law

multiple complaints, supplier challenge
procedures 543–4

national legislation, consistency with
GPA 69

national treatment obligation see also
non-discrimination

application to government
procurement 6

horizontal policies see horizontal
policies

jurisprudence 205–11
meaning of 597
necessity test 439–42, 476–7
RTAs 595–8
statement (example) 597
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
tied aid 400–2, 403
Tokyo Round Code 15

necessity test within national treatment
439–42, 476–7

negotiations
accession to GPA see accession to

GPA; specific countries
cost reduction, soft law proposal

740–1
coverage by GPA see coverage by

GPA

as to derogations, scope for 477–8
further negotiations, rules as to

611–13
multilateral negotiations 659–61
‘roadmap’ proposal 36–7, 171–3

Netherlands with respect to Aruba
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
public utility STEs 241
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180
New Zealand, RTAs 601, 634, 642–3,

651–2, 661–2, 663–4
Nicaragua

cost savings 77, 691
RTAs 599, 634, 643, 651–2

non-binding commitments see soft
commitments in RTAs

non-discrimination see also Most
Favoured Nation (MFN)
obligation; national treatment
obligation

GPA and Model Law regimes
compared 766–70

and horizontal policies see
horizontal policies

and MFN obligation 597–8
national measures see specific

countries
RTAs 595–8, 662–3
and S&D treatment 343–5
soft law proposal 739–40
statement (example) 597
and STEs see state-owned/state

trading enterprises (STEs)
supplier challenge procedures 486
Tokyo Round Code 14–17

non-reciprocity principle, S&D
treatment rules 345–6

non-violation complaints and ‘Buy
American’ policy 798–9

North Africa, RTAs 579
North American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA) 225
commercial considerations rule 212
entity coverage 664
as model for RTAs 577, 633, 634, 652
SMEs, support for 455, 664
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North American Free Trade (cont.)
STEs see state-owned/state trading

enterprises (STEs)
Norway see also European Free Trade

Association (EFTA)
Appendix I offers 274
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
derogations from GPA 274
food aid 410
local government STEs 241
proposal on treatment of tied aid

53
public utility STEs 241
purchasing between public sector

bodies 274
RTAs 566
SMEs, support for 454–5
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180

objectivity, principle of, GPA and
Model Law regimes compared
763–5

observers to GPA 12, 35, 64
Office of Management and Budget

(OMB) (USA), interim
regulations see ‘Buy American’
policy

Official Development Assistance
(ODA) see aid; tied aid

offsets
GPA S&D treatment rules 361–2
meaning of 664
RTAs, prohibition 607–8, 664–5

Oman, RTAs 633, 642–3
open procurement, meaning of 759
open tendering procedures

GPA rules 292–3
revised GPA rules 293–5

Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD)

definition of aid 405–6
initiatives to untie aid 399
Principles for Enhancing Integrity in

Public Procurement 687–9, 713
soft law monitoring 729–30

origin, rule of, and ‘Buy American’
policy 791–3

Pakistan, cost savings 77, 691
Panama, RTAs 597, 634, 642–3,

651–2
Panel see supplier challenge procedures
Parties see GPA Parties; regional trade

agreements (RTAs)
pending accessions see accession to

GPA
Peru

collusion 700
RTAs 633, 642–3

phased-in addition of specific entities
or sectors’ GPA coverage
362

policy coordination benefits from GPA
accession 78

policy space within RTAs 668–76
preferential market access, S&D

treatment rules 343–5
price preference programmes, GPA

S&D treatment rules 359–61
principal–agent problem as cause of

corruption 685–6
Principles for Enhancing Integrity in

Public Procurement (OECD)
687–9, 713

procurement see government
procurement

procurement directives
body governed by public law,

meaning of 268
central purchasing bodies, exception

for contracts with 268–9
cooperation agreements between

public bodies 263–7
economic operator, meaning of

255
effectiveness 254, 270–1
as framework agreements 54–5
and GPA

contrast between 254–5, 273
derogations 274
relevance of EU regime 277–81

in-house providing exception
basic principle 256–8
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cooperation agreements between
public bodies 263–7

destination of essential part of
in-house provider’s activities
261–3

jurisprudence 256–8, 260–1,
263–7

‘similar control’ test 258–61
public contracts, meaning of

255
purchasing between public sector

bodies
background to major issues 255
in-house providing exception see

in-house providing exception
above

service contracts awarded on basis of
exclusive right 267–8

‘similar control’ test 258–61
provincial governments see sub-central

government bodies
public contracts, meaning 255
public morals or public order,

protection of, derogations from
GPA 475

public–private partnerships
concession-type arrangements

49–51
future GPA coverage 48–52

public sector bodies
meaning of 252
purchasing arrangements between

see purchasing between public
sector bodies

reasons for becoming public
procurement suppliers 252

public works concessions, coverage
620–6

publication of rules and procedures
GATT & GATS obligations 7
GPA rules 757
Model Law rules 755–7

publicity, supplier lists, rules as to
328–30

purchasing between public sector
bodies

background to major issues 252–5
future GPA coverage 52

GPA rules
derogations 271–4, 275–7
general approach 271
increasing importance of issue

275–7
procurement directives contrasted

254–5, 273
relevance of EU regime 277–81

legal issues arising from 253
procurement directives see

procurement directives
reasons for 252
summary of issues 280–1

Rapid Acquisition and Fielding Agency
(RAFA), proposal 822–5

rapid interim remedies 544–7
Reconstruction and Development

Programme (South Africa)
462

regional economic integration
agreements, government
procurement rules 577–8 see
also European Union (EU)

regional governments
coverage 633–4
of federal states 220

regional trade agreements (RTAs) see
also CARIFORUM; North
American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA)

administering bodies
rules as to 616–17, 667
statement (example) 617

approaches to government
procurement 577

background to major issues
561–5

basic characteristics 577
basic characteristics (table) 567–76
BOTs concessions 620–6
cooperation

rules as to 614–16
statements (examples) 615–16

as comparison point with GPA
562–5

concession-type arrangements
620–6
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regional trade agreements (cont.)
coverage

detailed coverage 580–2
extent of 566–83
GPA compared: background to

major issues 618–26; entity
coverage 626–34; entity
coverage (table) 627–32; goods
and services 643–52; goods and
services (table) 644–50;
summary of issues 653;
summary (table) 621–4, 626;
thresholds 634–43; thresholds
(table) 636–41

no government procurement rules
577, 578, 579

single/few government
procurement rules 579–80

statements (examples) 580, 582
summary of issues 582–3

dispute settlement 604–7
further negotiations

rules as to 611–13
statements (examples) 612, 613

governance, rules as to 613
GPA accession commitments

608–11
GPA accession commitments

(examples) 609, 610
importance of 561–2
issues addressed by rules 564
joint committees see administering

bodies above
listing of 566
MFN obligation 598–601
model rules for 577
Most Favoured Nation (MFN)

obligation 598–601
national treatment obligation 595–8
non-discrimination 595–8
North–South RTAs, cooperation

rules 614
notification of 566
offsets, prohibition 607–8
other provisions 617–18
overview of rules 566–77, 583–95
Parties, cooperation between

614–16

policy space 668–76
procurement procedures, rules as to

601–3
public works concessions 620–6
scope of study 565
soft commitments 564, 579, 596,

598–601, 608
summary observations as to rules

618
summary of issues 653–6
supplier challenge procedures 603–4
technical assistance, statement

(example) 615–16
types of agreements 577
types of rules 595
types of rules (table) 584–93

registered suppliers see also supplier
lists

limitation of participation to 327–8
registration system 330–1

regulations, meaning of 225–7
remedies see supplier challenge

procedures
request for proposals (RFP), use of 760
request-offer process

circulation of requests and offers,
countries circulating 165–6

operation of 164–6
requirements, meaning of 225–7
restricted tendering as alternative

procurement method 759
review, supplier’s right of 490–2, 501–3
review bodies see specific countries
‘roadmap’ proposal for negotiations

36–7, 171–3
Romania, RTAs 566
rules and procedures

national reforms see specific
countries

publication of see publication of
rules and procedures

Russia
BRIC membership 136
and ‘Buy American’ policy 782–3

S&D treatment see GPA S&D treatment
rules; Special and Differential
Treatment (S&D treatment)
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Saudi Arabia, STEs 82–5
sealed bids, reform of 712–13
security derogations from GPA 158
selective tendering procedures

GPA rules 292–3
revised GPA rules 293–5, 311–12

sensitive industries and sectors, GPA
S&D treatment rules 359–62

sensitive nature of government
procurement 732–3

service contracts awarded on basis of
exclusive right 267–8

services see also construction services
GPA coverage 154–6

services commitments
linked GPA/GATS commitments,

derogations from GPA as to
158–9

by sector (table) 157
signatories to GPA see GPA Parties
‘similar control’ test (procurement

directives) 258–61
Singapore

circulation of requests and offers
165–6

developing country status 351,
722

food aid 410
RTAs

coverage 614, 626
entity coverage 626–33, 634
goods and services coverage

651–2
GPA accession commitments 610
horizontal policies 664
national treatment and

non-discrimination 597
offsets 607
procedural provisions 601
thresholds 635, 642–3

sub-central government bodies,
Annex 2 listing 180

Singapore Ministerial Conference
negotiations on government

procurement 8
‘Singapore issues’ 8
Transparency Working Group see

Transparency Working Group

small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) see also micro and small
enterprises (MSEs)

background to major issues 444–6
economic merits of 445–6
examples of support for 444–5
and GPA

coverage 453–7
derogations 159, 454–5
violations 453–4

horizontal coverage issue as to
168–9

policies supporting
economic justifications for

447–50
NAFTA 455, 664
national policies see specific

countries
social justice and human rights

justifications for 450–3
specific countries see specific

countries
views against 448
views for 448

scope of study 445
summary of issues 457–8

Smith, Adam, on collusion 694
social policies linked to government

procurement see horizontal
policies

soft commitments in RTAs 564, 579,
596, 598–601, 608

soft law
background to major issues 159–61
delegation, low level of 729
discretionary freedom, advantages of

728–9
imbalance in regulatory capacity

between developing and
developed countries

problem of 722–4
ways of overcoming 724–5

imprecision, advantages of 727–8
inferior choice to hard law 722–30
meaning of 720–1
monitoring 729–30
multilateral agreements using 726–7
non-binding nature 726–7
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soft law (cont.)
potential use of 721–2
role of 721
summary of issues 744–5
superior choice to hard law 731–42
use of, long-term proposal

binding obligations 736
complexity of procurement,

solutions to 740–2
coverage 736, 738, 740–1
derogations 736, 738–9, 741
discretionary freedom 736–7,

738–42
enforcement 738, 740
evolutionary nature of

procurement, solutions to 741
horizontal policies,

non-discrimination 739–40
implementation costs reduction

741
intrusiveness of international

rules, solutions to 738–40
judicial review, scope of 740
links with short-term proposal

743–4
main elements 736
negotiating costs reduction

740–1
potential risks 742–3
precision, low level of 738–40
rationale for 736–8
sensitivity of procurement,

solutions to 740
time limits for tendering 737
value for money considerations

739
working of 738–42

use of, short-term proposal
links with long-term proposal

743–4
rationale for 725–6
working of 726–30

value of 291–2
software, whether good or service 168
South Africa see also Black Economic

Empowerment (South Africa)
horizontal policies and GPA

award criteria 473–4

background to major issues 467–8
derogations from GPA 475–7
jurisprudence 469–70, 471
national treatment and

non-discrimination 468–73
necessity test 476–7
negotiation, scope for 477–8
S&D treatment 478
summary of issues 478–80

objectives of horizontal policies
459

Reconstruction and Development
Programme 462

scope of study 459–60
Special and Differential Treatment

(S&D treatment) see also GPA
S&D treatment rules

accession issues as to 69–70
availability of 69–70
background to major issues 339–41
and GPA accession 44–5
horizontal policies 478
key elements 133
LDCs 349
legal basis 69
and MFN obligation 343–5, 348
national use of see specific countries
and non-discrimination 343–5
purpose of 342
revised GPA rules 28–9
scope of 342
summary of issues 350
types of 342–3
within WTO agreements 341–50

Special Inspectors General 805
spill-over effects of GPA

implementation 81
staffing effectiveness in crisis situations

808, 818–20
standing as to supplier challenge

procedures 490–2, 501–3,
517–18

state-owned/state trading enterprises
(STEs)

background to major issues 197–201
circumvention of WTO

commitments by use of 197–8,
243–5
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effectiveness of rules 199–200
enterprises, meaning of 240
exclusive or special privileges,

meaning of 203–4
fair and equitable treatment

216–19
form of commitments 199
future of WTO treatment 245–9
GATS rules

background to major issues 231
coverage 231–6
financial services 237–8
government procurement

exclusion 236–8
measure, meaning of 234
multilateral rules 7
STEs’ measures as measures by

Members 232–4
threshold of ‘affecting trade in

services’ 234–6
GATT Article XVII

background to major issues 201–2
commercial considerations rule

see commercial considerations
entities covered 202–5
fair and equitable treatment

216–19
national treatment obligation

205–11
GATT rules 7, 201–31
government procurement exclusion

228–31, 236–8
GPA accession 45–7, 82–5
GPA rules

background to major issues 238–9
circumvention of 243–5
coverage 239–43

import monopoly 202
jurisprudence, effectiveness of 200
local government STEs 240–1
MFN and national treatment rules

219–31
applicability of Articles I & III of

GATT 220–5
background to major issues 201–2
government procurement

exclusion 228–31
jurisprudence 221–4

measures at issue, scope of 225–7
national treatment obligation

205–11
requirements, meaning of 225–7

NAFTA
definitions 203
non-discrimination rules 225

national treatment obligation
205–11 see also MFN and
national treatment rules above

non-discrimination 201–2
other WTO agreements, relevance of

200–1
public corporations 242
public utility STEs 241–2
rules as to 198–9
scope of study 200–1
state enterprises, meaning of 202–3,

240
state trading enterprise, meaning of

202–3, 204–5, 240
summary of issues 249–51
threshold of ‘affecting trade in

services’ 234–6
types of 202
way forward 245–9

statistics on government procurement,
sources 44

statistics provision
GPA rules 331–2
implementation of procedures

44
revised GPA rules 332–4

sub-central government bodies
GPA coverage

Canada and other countries
contrasted 179–82 see also
Canada

national listings 179–82 see also
specific countries

RTA coverage 633–4
subcontracting, compensatory 703
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures

Agreement
and ‘Buy American’ policy 793–8
financial contribution, meaning of

795
tied aid 401–2
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supplier challenge procedures
acceptance of challenge 542–3
background to major issues 483–5
compensation 496–7, 507–8, 520–1,

553
competition, strengthening of 696
completion, timeliness 492, 504–5
confidentiality

disclosure to other party 549–51
disclosure to Panel 548–9
rules 548

corrective measures 494–5, 506–7,
552–3

damages 496–7, 507–8, 520–1, 553
effectiveness 486, 556–7
EU see European Union (EU)
final relief 520
form of challenge 542–3
forum for review 487–90, 498–501
GPA and EU regimes compared 485,

492–3, 530–1
GPA and Model Law regimes

compared see Model Law on
Procurement of Goods,
Construction and Services
(UNCITRAL)

GPA-compliant procedures
background to major issues 497–8
completion of proceedings 504–5
corrective measures 506–7
damages 507–8
forum for review 498–501
remedies 505–8
standing 501–3
suspension as remedy 505–6
time limit for initiation 503–4

GPA rules 485–97, 758
Hong Kong see Hong Kong, China
initiation, time limits 492
interest of supplier, requirement for

491–2
interim remedies 493–4, 505–6, 519,

666
introduction of 484
judicial review, scope of 518–19, 521
limitation periods 521
main principles 485–6
Model Law 757

multiple complaints 543–4
national implementation see specific

countries
non-discrimination 486
Panel

disclosure to 548–9
establishment of 543
hearing 547
recommendations,

implementation 553–6
terms of reference 544

rapid interim remedies 544–7
remedies 552–3

GPA-compliant see
GPA-compliant procedures
above

types of 492–7
review bodies see specific countries
revised GPA rules 32–3
right of review 490–2, 501–3,

517–18
RTAs 603–4, 665–7
rules for 17–20
scope of study 484–5
standing 490–2, 501–3, 517–18
statement (example) 605
summary of issues 509–10
supplier, meaning of 491
supplier’s interest, requirement for

491–2
suspension as remedy 493–4,

505–6
time limits for initiation 492
timeliness 486
timely completion 492, 504–5
transparency 486

supplier lists
access to 328–30
main elements in GPA revised text

323–5
multi-use lists, revised GPA rules

325–7
permanent lists, GPA rules 325–7
publicity rules 328–30
registered suppliers, limiting

participation to 327–8
supplier registration system 330–1

surveillance 42–3
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suspension as remedy in supplier
challenge procedures 493–4,
505–6

Sweden, purchasing between public
sector bodies 274

Switzerland see also European Free
Trade Association (EFTA)

Appendix I offers 274
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
derogations from GPA 274
food aid 410
public utility STEs 241
purchasing between public sector

bodies 274
RTAs 566, 626–33, 635
SMEs, support for 454–5

Taiwan see Chinese Taipei
technical assistance see also capacity

building
administration by WTO Secretariat

348
anti-collusion 712
as to GPA accession 88–9
GPA and Model Law regimes

compared 752
GPA S&D treatment rules 366–7
programme for 37–8, 348
purpose of 348
RTA statement (example) 615–16
S&D treatment rules 348–9

temporary exclusions from GPA
coverage 362–3

tendering procedures see also
competition and
competitiveness

GPA rules 292–3, 757–8
Model Law 755–7
request for proposals (RFP) 760
request-offer process see

request-offer process
restricted tendering 759
revised GPA rules 293–5, 315–17
specific countries see specific

countries
time periods 312–13
transparency see transparency

terrorism see wartime and
anti-terrorism contracting

Thailand, RTAs 579
thresholds

‘affecting trade in services’ 234–6
GPA and RTAs compared 634–43,

663–4
GPA and RTAs compared (table)

644–50
levels (table) 155
and MFN obligation 635–42
specific countries see specific

countries
temporary higher thresholds 362–3
tied aid 416–17

tied aid
abolition as means of enhancing aid

effectiveness 393–7
AoA rules 391–2
background to major issues 390–3
developing countries’ objectives for

untying 408
GPA rules

aid from non-GPA parties 407–8
approach to coverage 404–5
conduct covered 418–21
coverage apart from endnote to

Article I 408–17
donor country administration of

aid projects 411–16
entities covered by 410–11
exclusion via endnote to Article I

405–8
future coverage 52
general coverage, main elements

408–9
implementation (table) 421, 422
Most Favoured Nation (MFN)

obligation 403
national treatment obligation

403
present coverage 403–4
scope of exclusion 407–8
thresholds 416–17

implementation of 396–7
inefficiency caused by 394–5
meaning of 390
and MFN obligation 400–2
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tied aid (cont.)
and national treatment obligation

400–2
from non-GPA parties 407–8
rationales for 397–8
summary of issues 421–5
types of 396
untying

developing countries’ objectives
408

international initiatives 398–9
WTO rules 400–3

volume of 397
time periods

GPA and revised GPA rules
compared (table) 316

for implementation of commitments
347–8

main elements in GPA revised text
312

reductions in 313–16
standard time periods 312–13
supplier challenge procedures

initiation 492, 503–4, 536–42
limitation periods 521
timeliness principle 486
timely completion 492, 504–5

Tokyo Round Code
coverage 14–15
MFN obligation 15
national treatment obligation 15
non-discrimination principle 14–17
signatories 14
specific procedural obligations 16
transparency principle 14–17

trade imbalance, compensating
measures 200

transitional measures see Special and
Differential Treatment (S&D
treatment)

transparency
cost savings arising from

improvements
GPA and Model Law regimes

compared 755–9
national measures see specific

countries
OECD Principles 688

and policy space 668–76
proposed agreement on 722–3
revised GPA rules 29–32, 311–12
‘Singapore issues’ 8
supplier challenge procedures 486
Tokyo Round Code 14–17

TRIMS Agreement
flexible application of commitments

347
TRIPS Agreement

transition periods for
implementation of
commitments 347–8

Tunisia, RTAs 600
Turkey, RTAs 579, 599, 600, 608, 609
two-stage agreements see framework

agreements

Ukraine, STEs 82–5
United Kingdom (UK)

aid administration 400, 411–12
collusion 699
electronic auctions 301–2
untied aid, commitment to 399,

408
United Nations Commission on

International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL)

Model Law see Model Law on
Procurement of Goods,
Construction and Services
(UNCITRAL)

role of 746–7
United Nations Convention Against

Corruption (UNCAC), chapter
on procurement 754

United States (USA) see also ‘Buy
American’ policy; wartime and
anti-terrorism contracting

2008 Recession (Great Recession),
crisis spending during see 2008
Recession (Great Recession)

Afghanistan see wartime and
anti-terrorism contracting

aid administration 412, 419
American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act 2009 see ‘Buy
American’ policy
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anti-terrorism see wartime and
anti-terrorism contracting

Army study on procurement 805
Canada

bilateral agreement 96, 171–3
commercial considerations rule

213–14
fair and equitable treatment

218–19
national treatment obligation

207–8, 210–11, 226–7
sub-central government bodies

185–90
trade restrictions 185–90

China, trade imbalance 200
circulation of requests and offers

165–6
collusion 699, 700, 701
commercial considerations rule

213–14
competition law, deterrence of

collusion 705–6, 707–9
crisis spending see ‘Buy American’

policy; crisis spending by
governments

deregulation see deregulation, debate
over

fair and equitable treatment 218–19
Federal Acquisition Regulation

(FAR) see ‘Buy American’
policy

food aid 407
framework agreements 54–5
Government Accountability Office

(GAO), role of 805
Great Depression (1929),

government procurement
during 774

Great Recession (2008), crisis
spending during see 2008
Recession (Great Recession)

HDI policies 451
Hurricane Katrina see Hurricane

Katrina, responses to
imports from China 111
Iraq see wartime and anti-terrorism

contracting
Korea, STEs 243–5

leniency programmes 706
Lenovo dispute with China 112
market access 73–4
Massachusetts legislation dispute

434–5
national treatment obligation 206,

207–8, 210–11, 226–7
negotiations on government

procurement 37
OMB see ‘Buy American’ policy
procurement, definition of 410
requirements, meaning of 226–7
RTAs

administering bodies 617, 667
‘Buy American’ policy 790
coverage 583, 626
with detailed coverage 661
entity coverage 626–33
goods and services coverage

651–2
GPA accession commitments 610
single/few government

procurement rules 581
supplier challenge procedures

605
thresholds 635, 642–3
WTO accession commitments

661
SMEs, support for 86, 444, 448–50,

454–5
STEs 241–2, 243–5
sub-central government bodies,

Annex 2 listing 180–2
supplier challenge procedures 605
terrorism see wartime and

anti-terrorism contracting
thresholds 155
tied aid 396–7
Troubled Assets Relief Program

(TARP) 826
Utilities Sector Directive, public

procurement exemptions in
269–70

value for money considerations
soft law proposal 739
specific countries see specific

countries
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Venezuela, accession working party
228–9

wartime and anti-terrorism
contracting

Army study on procurement 805
and ‘Buy American’ policy 815–16
Commission on Wartime

Contracting (CWC) 804–5
contract management, effectiveness

of 818–20
Government Accountability Office

(GAO), role of 805
LOGCAP contract, effectiveness of

820–1
procurement staff, effectiveness of

818–20
Rapid Acquisition and Fielding

Agency (RAFA), proposal for
822–5

regulation, effectiveness of 816–17
regulatory initiatives 804–5
significance for procurement policy

814–15
Special Inspectors General 805

workforce effectiveness in crisis
situations 808, 818–20

working parties on accession 228–9
World Trade Organization (WTO)

agreements see specific agreements
government procurement regime see

government procurement
Ministerial Conference see entries for

specific conferences (e.g. Doha
Ministerial Conference)

S&D treatment see Special and
Differential Treatment (S&D
treatment)

technical assistance see technical
assistance
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